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Abstract
The relative hostile media effect suggests that partisans tend to perceive the bias of slanted news differently depend‐
ing on whether the news is slanted in favor of or against their sides. To explore the effect of an algorithmic vs. human
source on hostile media perceptions, this study conducts a 3 (author attribution: human, algorithm, or human‐assisted
algorithm) × 3 (news attitude: pro‐issue, neutral, or anti‐issue) mixed factorial design online experiment (N = 511). This
study uses a transformer‐based adversarial network to auto‐generate comparable news headlines. The framework was
trained with a dataset of 364,986 news stories from 22 mainstream media outlets. The results show that the relative hos‐
tile media effect occurs when people read news headlines attributed to all types of authors. News attributed to a sole
human source is perceived as more credible than news attributed to two algorithm‐related sources. For anti‐Trump news
headlines, there exists an interaction effect between author attribution and issue partisanship while controlling for peo‐
ple’s prior belief in machine heuristics. The difference of hostile media perceptions between the two partisan groups was
relatively larger in anti‐Trump news headlines compared with pro‐Trump news headlines.
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1. Introduction

With advances in machine learning techniques and the
growing availability of big data, algorithms have become
widely adopted in news agencies around the world (Jia
& Johnson, 2021). Automated journalism is defined as a
form of news production that can automatically produce
news stories with little human intervention beyond the
initial programming phase (Carlson, 2015; Graefe, 2016;
Tandoc et al., 2020). Although automated journalistic
writing ismostly restricted to factual and data‐driven top‐
ics such as sports, finance, crime, weather, and disaster
reporting, it has also been applied to other domains such

as political news (Jia & Johnson, 2021; Wu, 2020). With
the growing presence of automated journalism, this new
technological affordance has altered how audiences con‐
sume and engage with news (Liu & Wei, 2019).

Increasing scholarly attention has been given to
the perceptions of automated news (e.g., Graefe et al.,
2018; Jia & Gwizdka, 2020; Wu, 2020). One recent
meta‐analysis shows that when reading the actual con‐
tent written by humans and algorithms, people per‐
ceive no difference in terms of news credibility; how‐
ever, people perceive news purportedly attributed to
algorithms as slightly less credible than news attributed
to humans (Graefe & Bohlken, 2020). Algorithmic author
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attribution may reduce message credibility through an
indirect pathway of source anthropomorphism because
people prefer human rather than machine sources pos‐
sibly due to the principle of similarity attraction (e.g.,
Byrne, 1997; Simons et al., 1970). Anthropomorphism
is defined as the attribution of human traits, motiva‐
tions, emotions, or behaviors to non‐human and non‐
living entities (Airenti, 2015). Another explanation for
why algorithmic sources are perceived as less credible
than human sources is that people tend to be less famil‐
iar and knowledgeable with automation technologies
(e.g., Haim & Graefe, 2017).

Despite the initial evidence of differences in source
credibility between human and algorithmic sources, few
studies have further examined whether machine source
attribution can affect partisans’ perceptions of news
with an ideological slant. It remains unclear whether the
manipulation of the source can affect people’s percep‐
tions ofmedia bias, especially for partisanswho are likely
to fall prey to hostile media phenomena. Hostile media
effect (HME) refers to the tendency for people who are
highly involved in an issue to rate ostensibly neutral and
balanced stories as biased due to their ownbiases (Arpan
& Raney, 2003; Feldman, 2011; Giner‐Sorolla & Chaiken,
1994; Vallone et al., 1985). The relative HME theory fur‐
ther argues that partisans tend to perceive the extent
of bias of slanted news coverage differently depending
on whether the news is slanted in favor of or against
their points of view (Goldman & Mutz, 2011; Gunther
et al., 2001). Previous studies have examined the rela‐
tive HME by studying how partisans perceive news from
sources with different levels of credibility (e.g., Arpan &
Raney, 2003; Coe et al., 2008; Gunther & Liebhart, 2006).
Gunther and Liebhart (2006), for instance, examine the
influence of sources with different credibility (journalist
vs. college student) on people’s perceptions of bias. Their
results suggest that more credible sources (journalist,
large reach) yield more HME than lower credible sources
(college student, small reach; Gunther & Liebhart, 2006).
Few studies, however, have investigated how algorith‐
mic sources will affect the relative HME compared with
human sources. Will the attribution of an algorithmic
source produce less HME than a human source because
of its relatively lower credibility?

Given the increasing usage of AI in the online politi‐
cal context, it is especially important to examinewhether
algorithmic sources (as opposed to human sources) will
increase or reduce relative HME. If an algorithmic cue
can reduce the relative HME or perceived bias, it might
increase partisans’ exposure to cross‐cutting informa‐
tion and help combat the extreme polarization (Jia &
Johnson, 2021). In order to examine the effect of algo‐
rithmic sources on HME, this study conducts a 3 (author
attribution: human, algorithm, or human‐assisted algo‐
rithm) × 3 (news attitude: pro‐issue, neutral, or anti‐
issue)mixed factorial design online experiment (N = 511).
Using the computational method, this study adopts
a transformer‐based adversarial network to generate

comparable stimuli. The framework was trained with a
dataset of 364,986 news stories from 22 mainstream
media outlets (Liu, Jia, & Vosoughi, 2021). The present
research answers the following overarching questions:
(a) Will stories purportedly written by humans produce
different relative HME compared with those by algo‐
rithms? (b) How will source credibility (human vs. algo‐
rithmic sources) affect relative HME?

2. Literature Review

2.1. Relative Hostile Media Effect

HME refers to the tendency for partisans (i.e., individu‐
als with a strong preexisting political stance) to perceive
neutralmedia coverage as biased against their sides (e.g.,
Giner‐Sorolla & Chaiken, 1994). The original HME the‐
ory assumes that news stories are balanced (Feldman,
2011). The relative HME theory expands the assumption
of the original HME by making it applicable to news that
is slanted rather than balanced (Gunther et al., 2001).
More specifically, the relative HMEs theory suggests that
partisans tend to perceive the samemedia content differ‐
ently and perceive less bias in the news coverage leaning
toward their views than their opponents (Feldman, 2011;
Gunther & Chia, 2001). The HME theory has been tested
in numerous contexts through both experimental and
survey methods (Feldman, 2017; Perloff, 2015). A recent
meta‐analysis of 34 HME studies has shown that a con‐
siderable number of empirical studies have provided
widespread evidence of HME (Hansen & Kim, 2011).

Researchers have attempted to provide multi‐
ple explanations for why HME manifests itself. One
explanation is the idea of the selective process (or
message‐processing mechanisms; Feldman, 2011, 2017;
Giner‐Sorolla & Chaiken, 1994; Gunther & Liebhart,
2006). Partisans often selectively recall, categorize, or
use different standard mechanisms to process unfavor‐
able or attitude‐challenging content (Hansen & Kim,
2011). The second core factor that may lead to HME is
the level of involvement. Early HME studies often suggest
that hostile media phenomenon is limited to partisans
who have strong issue involvement (e.g., Giner‐Sorolla
& Chaiken, 1994; Vallone et al., 1985). Recent studies,
however, view issue involvement as a moderator of HME
(Perloff, 2015).

Another key factor that might explain the HME is
source credibility (Hansen & Kim, 2011). Arpan and
Raney (2003) suggest that the credibility ratings of news
sources may affect hostile media perceptions (HMP).
People’s expectations about the media outlet affect the
perceived hostility of themedia (Giner‐Sorolla & Chaiken,
1994). Past work indicates that people’s prior beliefs
about the source credibility (or a related concept “trust”)
give rise to biased processing of the content (Baum &
Gussin, 2007). Partisans often perceive news sources pro‐
viding confirmatory information as more credible than
those that do not (Baum & Gussin, 2007). Some studies
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have examined how source credibility affects HME by
examining home‐town newspapers vs. rival‐town news‐
papers (Arpan & Raney, 2003), college students vs. jour‐
nalists (Gunther & Liebhart, 2006), different cable tele‐
vision news programs (CNN, FOX, The Daily Show; Coe
et al., 2008). Other studies have also examined relative
HME by varying general characteristics of news coverage
(circulation size, type of ownership; Gunther, 1992).

2.2. Automated Journalism

Very few studies have examinedwhether human sources
and algorithmic sources will yield different relative HME.
Many scholars have conducted empirical research on
perceptions of automated news by examining both the
actual content of automated news (e.g., Clerwall, 2014;
Graefe et al., 2018; Haim & Graefe, 2017; Jia & Gwizdka,
2020; Wu, 2020) and the effects of machine vs. human
source attribution (e.g., Jung et al., 2017; Tandoc et al.,
2020; Waddell, 2019). In terms of perceptions of credi‐
bility, studies examining actual content produced by algo‐
rithms as opposed to humans yield different results from
studies focusing exclusively on the effect of source attri‐
bution (e.g., Graefe & Bohlken, 2020; Jia, 2020; Waddell,
2018). One recent meta‐analysis including 12 studies on
automated news shows no difference in readers’ per‐
ceptions of credibility when reading the actual content
written by humans and algorithms (Graefe & Bohlken,
2020). In terms of the effect of source, however, find‐
ings of the meta‐analysis revealed that people perceive
news purportedly attributed to algorithms as slightly
less credible than news attributed to humans (Graefe &
Bohlken, 2020).

To understand the effect of machine sources as
opposed to human sources, many recent studies exam‐
ine the source attribution while controlling for the con‐
tent (e.g., Jung et al., 2017; Tandoc et al., 2020; Waddell,
2019). Results are mixed on whether news purportedly
written by a machine source is more or less credible.
Some studies found that news attributed to a machine
author is more credible than news attributed to a human
author, especially for news that requires more informa‐
tion processing (Liu &Wei, 2019; Waddell, 2019). Others
found no main difference in the perceived source credi‐
bility betweennews attributed to algorithmic andhuman
authors (e.g., Tandoc et al., 2020). Overall, most previous
studies suggest that news attributed to a human author
is perceived as more credible than news attributed to
an algorithmic author (Graefe & Bohlken, 2020; Jia &
Johnson, 2021).

Very few studies, however, have further investigated
whether the difference in source credibility (human
vs. algorithm) will have an impact on relative HME.
Therefore, this study aims to fill in the gap by examining
whether HME also occurs in news stories attributed to
algorithms. This work proposes the authorship (humans,
algorithms, or human‐assisted algorithms) of news sto‐
ries as a novel source cue and examines how differ‐

ent sources affect issue partisans’ HMP. Issue partisans
are people who hold strong and even extreme attitudes
toward an issue, especially a political issue (Feldman,
2011). Previous work suggests that partisans in favor of
one issue often perceive anti‐issue news as relatively
more biased than partisans on the opposing side, regard‐
less of the news source (e.g., Arpan & Raney, 2003).
Pro‐issue news refers to the news in favor of one issue
whereas anti‐issue news refers to the news standing
against one issue. Adding to previous literature, this
study predicts the following hypotheses:

H1: For news headlines purportedly written by
(a) humans, (b) algorithms, and (c) human‐assisted
algorithms, partisans on the supporting side of an
issue will perceive the anti‐issue news as relatively
more biased than partisans on the opposing side.

H2: For news headlines purportedly written by
(a) humans, (b) algorithms, and (c) human‐assisted
algorithms, partisans on the opposing side of an issue
will perceive the pro‐issue news as relatively more
biased than partisans on the supporting side.

2.3. Source Credibility

Source credibility was initially used to measure how
the characteristics of speakers influence the receiver’s
acceptance of a message (Hovland et al., 1953). Factors
such as the speaker’s expertise, truthfulness, and moti‐
vation to tell the truth are major characteristics to deter‐
mine source credibility (e.g., Hovland et al., 1953; Perloff,
2015). The concept of credibility is related to different
theoretical concepts including trust and fairness (Engelke
et al., 2019). People are inclined to judge news sto‐
ries from traditional mainstream media as more cred‐
ible than those from social media because they often
employ journalistic values such as trustworthiness, fair‐
ness, professionalism, and balance in assessing credi‐
bility (Johnson & Kaye, 2013; Yamamoto et al., 2016).
People also tend to perceive attitude‐consistent infor‐
mation as more credible and trustworthy than that chal‐
lenges their beliefs (Metzger & Flanagin, 2015).

A large body of literature suggests the influence of
source credibility on perceptions of media bias (e.g.,
Arpan & Raney, 2003; Gunther & Liebhart, 2006). For
instance, Gunther and Liebhart (2006) found that more
traditionally credible sources (i.e., journalists over stu‐
dents, large over small reach) facilitate more relative
HME. The majority of past studies on automated journal‐
ism suggest that news purportedly written by a human
author is perceived asmore credible than that by an algo‐
rithmic author (e.g., Graefe & Bohlken, 2020; Waddell,
2019). Adding to previous literature, this study also pre‐
dicts that people will perceive human sources as more
credible, and thus yield greater HME in news attributed
to human sources rather than news attributed to algo‐
rithmic sources:
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H3: Peoplewill perceive human sources asmore cred‐
ible than algorithms sources.

H4: Relative HME will be greater for news headlines
purportedly written by humans than news headlines
purportedly written by algorithms or human‐assisted
algorithms.

Readers who process information heuristically often rely
on the reputation of heuristic cues and consider famil‐
iar sources more credible (Metzger & Flanagin, 2015;
Metzger et al., 2010). Several automated journalism
studies have shown that audiences have relatively low
familiarity and lack of knowledge with automation tech‐
nologies (e.g., Haim & Graefe, 2017) and thus may per‐
ceive algorithm attributed news differently from human
attributed news in terms of credibility (e.g., Clerwall,
2014; Jung et al., 2017;Waddell, 2019). Readersmay rely
more on heuristic cues such as source credibility tomake
judgments rather than their own issue attitudes because
of their low familiarity with the underlying mechanism
of algorithms (Haim & Graefe, 2017). One previous study
found that source credibility partially mediates the influ‐
ence of issue partisanship on peoples’ selective exposure
to gun stories (Jia & Johnson, 2021). Another study also
found that trust in source mediates people’s perceptions
of algorithmic products (Shin, 2020). Adding to pastwork,
this present study predicts a mediating effect of source
credibility on people’s HMP:

H5: Source credibility will mediate the influence of
issue partisanship on people’s HMP.

3. Method

3.1. Experimental Design

The present study adopted a 3 (author attribution:
human, algorithm, or human‐assisted algorithm) × 3
(news attitude: pro‐issue, neutral, or anti‐issue) mixed
factorial design online experiment. An online experi‐
ment (N = 511) embedded in Qualtrics was conducted
in January 2021. Author attribution was a between‐
subjects variable whereas news attitude was a within‐
subjects variable. Participants were randomly assigned
to read news headlines purportedly written by a human
author (n = 168), algorithm (n = 168), or human‐assisted
algorithm (n = 175). Each participant was asked to read
15 news headlines about Donald Trump. The order of
headlines was randomized.

3.2. Procedures

Before the experiment, participantswere asked to report
their political attitude, party affiliation, and attitude
towards Donald Trump. Participants also need to answer
several questions about source familiarity and source
credibility for both human authors and algorithmic

authors. Then, participants were randomly assigned to
read news headlines purportedlywritten by human, algo‐
rithm, or human‐assisted algorithm. After participants
read each headline, they were asked to rate their per‐
ceived bias and credibility of news stories. Given the
important role of author attribution in this experimen‐
tal design, participants were asked if they could recall
the author listed on the byline (adapted from Jia &
Johnson, 2021; Waddell, 2019). Two attention checks
were embedded in the experiment to exclude careless
responses. Participants were asked to select point three
on the first attention check question. In the second
attention check question, participants were asked to add
three to the first number they selected and to use the
result as the answer to the second question.

3.3. Participants

For both the pre‐test and the main experiment, par‐
ticipants were recruited from CloudResearch (formerly
known as TurkPrime) which is an advanced online crowd‐
sourcing platform for behavioral science data collec‐
tion (Litman et al., 2017). Participants were all from
the United States and above 18 years old. Each par‐
ticipant was required to have a HIT approval rate
greater than 95%. Participants in both pre‐test and
main experiment were paid 75 cents for their partici‐
pation. After ruling out repeated IP addresses, incom‐
plete answers, and subjects who failed both attention
checks, 511 participants remained in the main experi‐
ment. The average age of participants was 41.10 years
old (SD = 12.77, Median = 39). More than half of
the participants (54%) were male, 45.8% were female,
and 0.2% of participants chose other. Participants have
received 16.27 years of education on average (SD = 2.30,
Median = 16). The majority of participants are White
(73.6%), followed by 11.7% Asian/Pacific Islander, 7.8%
Black/African American, 3.3% Hispanic/Latino/Latina,
2.7% Other/Multi‐Racial, and 0.8% participants pre‐
ferred not to respond to the race question. About a half
of the participants (48.1%) self‐identified as Democrats,
24.1% were Independent, and 27.8% self‐identified
as Republicans.

3.4. Stimuli and Computational Method

In order to guarantee the stimuli were comparable, this
study used a computer‐assisted method, the current
state‐of‐the‐art controllable headline generation model
(Liu, Jia, & Vosoughi, 2021), to generate news headlines
with different political ideologies (i.e., liberal, neutral,
and conservative). Specifically, themodel consists of two
main modules: the polarity detection module and the
polarity flipper module. The polarity detector leverages
the self‐attention mechanism of the Transformer frame‐
work to score the polarity of different spans of the text
and outputs the biased part of the text. The polarity
flipper only flips the detected biased content through
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an adversarial network, with the preservation of seman‐
tic consistency (Liu, Jia, & Vosoughi, 2021). The model
was trained on a dataset of 364,986 news stories from
22 mainstream media outlets (CNN, NYTimes, Fox, WSJ,
etc.). News articles were collected from Allsides and
Media Cloud. Each news story from Allsides was labeled
with a political polarity label by an editing expert. News
articles fromMedia Cloudwere assignedwith ideological
polarity labels according to the polarity of media outlets
using the rationale developed by Pew Research Center
(Pew Research, 2014). All news articles were collected
from June 2012 to May 2019.

We first selected eight news headlines about the
45th President of the United States, Donald Trump, from
our dataset (four from liberal media outlets and four
from conservative media outlets). News headlines were
selected as stimuli because our model performed bet‐
ter in flipping and neutralizing headlines rather than
body text. This can be explained by the fact that issue
attitudes are oftentimes more obvious in the headlines
of strategic news stories compared with the body text
(Liu, Wang, et al., 2021). Using the transformer‐based
framework, this study automatically generates corre‐
sponding headlines either with the opposite polarity or
being neutral. Some of the machine‐generated head‐
lines may be slightly ungrammatical due to the mecha‐
nism of machine learning algorithms (e.g., Trump Said
That Shouldn’t Matter Those State of the Union Ratings).
However, we intentionally did not include an additional
human editing process because the post‐editing proce‐
dure of machine‐generated texts may introduce more
potential bias (Biswas & Rajan, 2020). All stimuli were
generated by one unified transformer‐based framework
and thus have an overall consistent performance on the
grammatical level. In order to avoid the potential influ‐
ence of ungrammatical languages, this study used multi‐

ple sets of headlines to test the robustness of the exper‐
iment design.

A pre‐test (N = 90) was conducted to examine the
issue attitudes of these 24 headlines. Participants in the
pre‐test were asked to read 24 headlines and answer
whether the news headline was strictly neutral or biased
in favor of one side or the other followed by the 11‐point
scale with −5 indicating strongly biased against Trump,
and +5 indicating strongly biased in favor of Trump, 0 indi‐
cating strictly neutral. Several one‐sample T‐tests (test
value = 0) were conducted to test whether the stim‐
uli were biased in the direction they were designed to
be. Based on the results of the pre‐test, 3 sets of head‐
lines were excluded in the main experiment because
theywere not statistically significant in the direction they
were designed to be. In total, 15 headlines were chosen
as final stimuli of the main experiment (5 anti‐Trump,
5 neutral, 5 pro‐Trump), as shown in Table 1.

This study used Photoshop to make every stimulus
looks like a screenshot from the same fictional news site.
The bylines of articles were under each headline, fol‐
lowing with the published time and three social media
sharing buttons. In the byline, it either shows “by an
automated journalism algorithm,” “by staff reporter Jim
Richard,” or “by an automated journalism algorithm and
staff reporter Jim Richard.”

3.5. Measures

3.5.1. Issue Partisanship

Issue partisanship (M = 1.60, SD = 0.59) was measured
by asking to what extent they support or oppose Trump.
Responses were recorded on the 11‐point scale rang‐
ing from −5 (strongly support Trump), 0 (strictly neu‐
tral), and +5 (strongly oppose Trump; adapted from

Table 1. News headlines stimuli.

Anti‐Trump Neutral Pro‐Trump

Donald Trump Lied About His State of
The Union Ratings

Trump Said That Shouldn’t Matter
Those State of The Union Ratings

Trump Claims Highest His State of The
Union Ratings

Trump Denies Asking Ex‐FBI Director
Comey to Drop Flynn Investigation

Trump Says: “I Never Asked Comey to
Stop Investigating Flynn’’

Trump Never Asked Ex‐FBI Director
Comey to Stop Investigating Flynn

Trump Administration Considers
Tearing Families Apart in New
Immigration Crackdown

Trump Immigration Plan Provides Path
to Citizenship for Millions of
Immigrants Illegally

Trump Offers Dreamers A Path to
Citizenship, Tough on Other
Immigrants

Trump Threatens to Abandon Puerto
Rico Recovery Effort

Senate Narrowly Approves Budget,
Paving Way for Tax Reform

Senate Approves Budget in Crucial
Step for Trump’s Tax Overhaul

Trump Administration Approves Plan
to Separate Families at Border

Trump’s New HHS Office Will Protect
Health Care Workers Who Violate
Abortion

Trump Administration Creates New
Religious Protections for Health Care
Workers

Notes: The bias ratings of anti‐Trump stimuli are significantly lower than value 0 whereas ratings of pro‐Trump stimuli are all significantly
higher than value 0; the ratings of neutral headlines are not significantly different from value 0.
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Feldman, 2011). Participants were then categorized into
three groups using the cutoff value 0. Participants
who selected 0 (strictly neutral) were classified as
non‐partisans and were excluded in further analysis.
Participants scoring below0were classified as pro‐Trump
partisans (n = 148) whereas those scoring above 0 were
classified as anti‐trump partisans (n = 336).

3.5.2. Hostile Media Perception

The measure of perceived bias or slant in the news
headlines was adapted from previous research on HMP
(Giner‐Sorolla&Chaiken, 1994;Gunther& Schmitt, 2004;
Feldman, 2011). Participants were asked “Would you say
that the above news headline was strictly neutral, or was
it biased in favor of one side or the other?” followed
by the 11‐point scale with −5, strongly biased against
Trump, and +5, strongly biased in favor of Trump. Two
additional items asked participants to rate what percent‐
age of the news headline was unfavorable and favorable,
respectively, toward the focal news issue on 11‐point
scales ranging from 0 to 100%. Both items were con‐
verted to a −5 to +5 response scale. All three items were
then averaged to form a scale, where positive scores
represent the headline is perceived as biased favorable
toward Trump and negative scores a bias unfavorable
toward Trump. Three items were highly correlated and
can be averaged to form a reliable index (M = 1.16,
SD = 2.31, Cronbach’s 𝛼 = 0.78). This study alsomeasured
the HMP of authorship because the manipulation of the
authorship is a key variable. Participants need to answer,
“Would you say that the author of the above news head‐
line was strictly neutral, or was it biased in favor of one
side or the other?” on a −5 to +5 response scale (adapted
from Gunther & Schmitt, 2004).

3.5.3. Source Credibility and Message Credibility

Credibility was measured as a multidimensional con‐
struct consisting of believability, fairness, accuracy,
depth of information, and authenticity (adapted from
Gaziano & McGrath, 1986; Metzger et al., 2003;
Newhagen & Nass, 1989) on 7‐point scales. Participants
were asked to rate source credibility based on their
expectations or previous experiences with human,
human‐assisted algorithm, and algorithmic authors.
After reading each news headline, participants were
asked to rate message credibility. This study reverse
coded the authenticity item (“the story written by
humans or algorithms is not authentic”). Five items were
highly correlated and can be averaged into one measure
(M = 3.99, SD = 1.32, Cronbach’s 𝛼 = 0.92).

3.5.4. Prior Belief in Machine Heuristics

Participants’ prior beliefs in the machine heuristic were
measured using four bipolar items “harmful/beneficial,”
“unethical/ethical,” “unfavorable/favorable,’’ “unneces‐

sary/necessary.” Participants were asked to rate the
questions “What is your view on using machine learn‐
ing software to replace or augment human journalists?”
on 7‐point scales. One item “unfavorable/favorable” was
reverse coded. Four items were highly correlated and
can be averaged into one measure (M = 3.15, SD = 1.42,
Cronbach’s 𝛼 = 0.90).

3.6. Manipulation Check

To ensure the experimental manipulation was effec‐
tive, participants answered a manipulation check to
rate their perceived source anthropomorphism of the
listed author(s) on four 7‐point scales. Four semantic dif‐
ferential items “fake/natural,” “unconscious/conscious,”
“artificial/life‐like,” and “mechanical/organic” were adap‐
ted from prior research to measure the perceived source
anthropomorphism (Bartneck et al., 2007; Jia & Johnson,
2021). Four items were highly correlated and can be
averaged to form a reliable index (Cronbach’s 𝛼 = 0.94).
One‐way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was conducted to
compare the difference of the perceived source anthro‐
pomorphism among the three groups. The source anthro‐
pomorphism (M = 4.44, SD = 1.47) rated by participants
(n = 168) who were assigned to the human group was
significantly higher than the source anthropomorphism
(M = 4.13, SD = 1.34) rated by participants (n = 175) who
were assigned to the human‐assisted algorithmgroup and
that of (M = 3.02, SD = 1.44) the algorithmic author group
(n = 168), F(2, 508) = 46.79, p < 0.001, which showed the
manipulation was successful.

4. Results

A two‐way repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to
test H1 and H2. H1 predicted that for anti‐Trump news
headlines purportedly written by all types of authors,
the pro‐Trump group would perceive more bias than the
anti‐Trump group. Analysis showed that there was a sig‐
nificant difference between the anti‐Trump and the pro‐
Trump group, F (1,478) = 59.45, p < 0.001, 𝜂2 = 0.11. For
anti‐Trump news attributed to each author type, the pro‐
Trump group perceived significantly more bias than the
anti‐Trump group, p < 0.001. H1 was supported.

H2 predicted that for the pro‐Trump news headlines
written by all types of authors, anti‐Trump partisans
would perceive more bias than the pro‐Trump group.
Analysis showed that there was a significant difference
between twogroups, F (1,478) =17.95,p <0.001,𝜂2 = .04.
The direction was as expected in each condition, as
shown in Table 2. Therefore, H1 and H2 were supported.

H3 predicted that people would perceive human
sources as more credible than algorithms sources.
A one‐way ANOVA was conducted to examine whether
there existed significant differences in source credi‐
bility between algorithm‐related authors and human
authors. Results showed that human sources (M = 4.19,
SD = 1.24) were perceived as significantly more credible
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Table 2. Partisan group HMP means in three authorship conditions.

Algorithm Author Combined Author Human Author

Anti‐Trump Pro‐Trump Anti‐Trump Pro‐Trump Anti‐Trump Pro‐Trump
group group group group group group

Anti‐Trump News
M −1.95(0.13) −3.02(0.19) −2.13(0.18) −3.25(0.21) −1.98(0.13) −2.91(0.18)
n 106 53 128 40 102 55

Neutral News
M 0.51(0.11) −0.37(0.15) 0.30(0.10) −0.55(0.17) 0.38(0.11) −0.10(0.15)
n 106 53 128 40 102 55

Pro‐Trump News
M 1.51(0.12) 0.73(0.17) 1.38(0.11) 0.76(0.20) 1.40(0.12) 1.22(0.17)
n 106 53 128 40 102 55
Note: Means for each group were presented as marginal means (with standard errors in parentheses).

than both the algorithm author (M = 3.75, SD = 1.35)
and the combined author (M = 4.07, SD = 1.28),
F (2,508) = 5.16, p < 0.01. Specifically, pure algorithmic
sources received the lowest credibility score. Therefore,
H3 was supported.

H4 predicted that the relative HME would be greater
for news headlines purportedly written by humans com‐
pared with news headlines purportedly written by algo‐
rithms or human‐assisted algorithms. Two‐way repeated
measures ANOVA showed that there was no significant
main effect observed for source attribution in both anti‐
Trump, F (2,478) = 1.18, p = 0.31, 𝜂2 = 0.01, and pro‐
Trump headlines, F (2,478) = 1.44, p = 0.24, 𝜂2 = 0.01.
The interaction between source attribution and issue atti‐
tudes was not significant for both anti‐Trump, p = 0.85,
and pro‐Trump news headlines, p = 0.12. Therefore, H4
was not supported. In fact, in both pro‐ and anti‐Trump
news headlines, human authors produced smaller rela‐
tive HME than algorithm‐related authors, but the differ‐
ence is not statistically different, as shown in Figure 1.

Several repeated measures ANCOVAs were con‐
ducted as additional analyses. Results show that while
controlling for people’s prior belief in machine heuris‐
tics, a marginally significant interaction effect between

source attribution and issue attitudes was detected for
anti‐Trump news headlines, p = 0.052. There existed no
significant interaction effect between source attribution
and issue partisanship for pro‐Trump news headlines,
p = 0.11 and neutral headlines, p = 0.41 after controlling
for people’s prior belief in machine heuristics.

H5 predicted that source credibility would mediate
the influence of issue partisanship on the perceived
bias. To test this hypothesis, a mediation model was
run by using the PROCESS macro (Hayes, 2013) based
on nonparametric bootstrapping with 1,000 simulations
and 95% confidence intervals (CIs). For anti‐Trump news
headlines, the effect of issue partisanship on HMP was
partially mediated via source credibility. Ninety‐five per‐
cent CIs for indirect, direct, and total effects did not
include zero, which means all these effects were signif‐
icant. As Figure 2 illustrates, for anti‐Trump news, the
indirect effect was a1*b1 = 0.016, CI = [0.001, 0.03].
The direct effect was c1 = 0.13, CI = [0.095, 0.17].
The total effect was 0.15, CI = [0.11, 0.19]. Thus, H5 was
supported for anti‐Trumpnews headlines. For pro‐Trump
news headlines, a mediation effect of source credibil‐
ity did not occur. The indirect effect was not significant,
CI = [−0.03, 0.00]. Therefore, H5 was partially supported.
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Figure 1. Perceived headline HMP means.
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Figure 2.Mediation analysis of anti‐Trump (pro‐Trump) news headlines. Notes: Two mediation models were presented in
the figure; source credibility partially mediated the influence of issue attitudes on HMP for anti‐Trump news headlines;
*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 *** p < 0.001.

5. Discussion

5.1. Theoretical Contribution

In recent years, algorithms becomeubiquitous in the con‐
temporary media environment (Thurman et al., 2017).
Our work adds to the previous literature in both fields
of political communication and human‐computer inter‐
action. Previous works have studied how different types
of traditional news sources such as different cable tele‐
vision channels (Coe et al., 2008), journalists vs. college
students (Gunther & Liebhart, 2006) affected the relative
HME. Our study introduced a novel type of source (algo‐
rithmic sources) and shed light on new trends in the era
of an algorithms‐driven society.

This study contributed to both automated journalism
andHME literature. First, the results of this study showed
that relative HME occurred in all types of author attri‐
butions (human, algorithm, and combined authors). This
work revealed that partisans tend to perceive the bias
of slanted news coverage differently depending on their
own political ideology even when the authors are algo‐
rithms. This result was consistent with previous research
that relative HME existed regardless of the news source
(e.g., Arpan & Raney, 2003). This work also found that
news attributed to a sole human sourcewas perceived as
more credible than two algorithm‐related sources. News
attributed to a sole algorithmic author was rated as the
least credible among three types of declared authors.
This result was consistent with most previous studies
(see Graefe & Bohlken, 2020; Jia & Johnson, 2021) but
contradicted Waddell’s (2019) findings. Waddell (2019)
suggests that messages attributed to human authors are
perceived as the least credible than those attributed to
machine and combined sources. One possible explana‐
tion is that Waddell (2019) not only attributed author‐
ship (human, algorithm, combined) but also attributed
media outlets as another source to indicate the ideo‐
logical slant of the stimuli (i.e., Fox News or MSNBC).
Therefore, the credibility of media outletsmay affect par‐
ticipants’ perceived credibility of messages as well. Also,
the difference of perceived message credibility among
news attributed to three types of authors is marginal sig‐
nificant in Waddell’s (2019) study.

This study predicted that news headlines attributed
to human authors would evoke a larger relative HME
than news attributed to algorithmic sources because
one previous study suggests that more traditionally
credible sources yield larger HME than lower credible
sources (Gunther & Liebhart, 2006). This hypothesis was
not supported. In fact, for both pro‐ and anti‐Trump
news headlines, human authors produced smaller rela‐
tive HME than algorithm‐related authors, but the differ‐
ence was not statistically different. An interesting pat‐
tern was that when controlling for people’s prior belief
in machine heuristics, an interaction effect was detected
between source attribution and issue partisanship. It is
worth noting that such interaction effect was only sig‐
nificant for anti‐Trump news headlines. With that said,
for anti‐Trump news headlines, news attributed to a sole
algorithmic author (low credibility) yields larger relative
HME than news attributed to a sole human author (high
credibility) when controlling for people’s prior belief in
machine heuristics. As a matter of fact, even Gunther
and Liebhart (2006) acknowledged that it is possible that
partisans simply considered the student amore trustwor‐
thy source than the journalist. Future studies can further
explore whether the pattern of low credible source yield
larger relative HME stays true or not in other realms.

Another interesting finding of this study is that
the difference of perceived bias between two parti‐
san groups was relatively larger in anti‐Trump news
headlines compared with pro‐Trump news headlines.
The pro‐Trump group perceived anti‐Trump news head‐
lines as much more biased than the anti‐Trump group
did. This is not surprising because Trump supporters are
less likely to interact with outgroups (Pettigrew, 2017),
and thus may perceive attitude‐challenging information
as very biased.

This study further investigated how source credibil‐
ity affects people’s perceived bias and found that source
credibility partially mediates the influence of issue parti‐
sanship on people’s perceived bias for anti‐Trump news.
This findingwas interesting as it suggested thatwhen par‐
tisans read news headlines, source credibility plays an
important role in hostile media perceptions. This study
posits a possible theoretical model to predict the per‐
ceived bias through source credibility.
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Another contribution of this study is the implemen‐
tation of a computer‐assisted method to generate com‐
parable news headlines. Earlier studies often use news
content from different media outlets (e.g., The New York
Times and The Wall Street Journal) to manually manip‐
ulate the select news articles or headlines with differ‐
ent political ideologies (e.g., Van Duyn & Collier, 2019).
Although the political ideology of news content can be
manipulated by pre‐testing the stimuli, it is inevitable
to include potential bias caused by different writing
quality or source credibility (Liu, Jia, & Vosoughi, 2021).
Our study, however, proposes a novel approach that is
capable of flipping the ideology without shifting seman‐
tic meaning and readability of news articles.

5.2. Limitations

Despite these contributions, this study still has certain
limitations. First, this study chose Trump‐related news
as a partisan issue because Trump was one of the most
salient topics in our dataset. Our transformer‐based
framework was trained using the media coverage data
from June 2012 toMay 2019. Therefore, the stimuli were
somewhat outdated by the time when the experiment
was conducted. Future studies can choose more conven‐
tional political topics such as gun control, abortion, immi‐
gration, and gay marriage (Knobloch‐Westerwick et al.,
2017; Wojcieszak, 2019). Furthermore, some of the stim‐
uli were not as readable as real news headlines due to
the auto‐generation process. The topic of the stimuli was
not always controlled in each set because we prioritized
the fact whether the ideological direction of stimuli was
as we expected from the pre‐test.

Second, the majority of our sample self‐reported
as Democrats, which also leads to the imbalanced
number of two‐issue partisan groups (pro‐Trump and
anti‐Trump). Even though CloudResearch overcomes
many limitations of Amazon Mechanical Turk, it still
cannot represent the overall population as participants
self‐select studies to participate (Litman et al., 2017).
Future research can recruit more representative samples
especially in terms of pollical ideology.

Third, both issue partisanship and source credibil‐
ity were not manipulated experimentally, which limits
the plausibility of mediation models. If the mediator is
measured rather than manipulated, one cannot exclude
the possibility that a confounding variable may influence
the relationship (Spencer et al., 2005). As one recent
review of mediation analysis suggests that elaborate sta‐
tistical techniques for testing mediation cannot over‐
come the flaws of inadequate research design (Chan
et al., 2020).

5.3. Conclusion

As technology diffuses, the importance of examining how
algorithmic source attribution will reduce or increase rel‐
ative HME is of importance because such study bears

implications tomedia effects studies aswell as themedia
industry. AI research in the political communication area
is still at a nascent stage. Some scholars contend that peo‐
ple’s perceptions of news bias may be attenuated when
news is attributed to a machine author (e.g., Waddell,
2019; Wang, 2021) because AI is often perceived as
fair, objective, unbiased, and with less political agenda
(Gillespie, 2014). This study, along with many others,
found that such positive perceptions of machine neutral‐
ity may not always be true. Results of this study showed
that the relative HME still occurs when people read
news headlines attributed to algorithmic authors. In fact,
news headlines attributed to algorithmic authors exhib‐
ited larger relative HME than those attributed to human
authors in terms of anti‐Trump newswhile controlling for
people’s prior belief in machine heuristics. The current
study sheds light on a better understanding of the role
of machine cues in the political context.
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